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reflected as he leaned against the bar and nursed his glass while gazing around the room. Swyley and Stanislau were behind him in a corner with a mixed group of
Chironians and seemed interested in the planet's travel facilities; Sirocco was with another group in the center of the room discussing the war news with another group, and
Maddock, looking slightly disheveled, was sprawled along a couch in an alcove on the far side with his-arm draped around Wendy, another girl from the Mayflower II, who
seemed to be asleep. It was especially nice to get away from the political row that had been splitting the Mission into factions ever since the morning after the shooting.
Kalens wanted to impose Terran law on Franklin, Lechat wanted everybody to move to Iberia, somebody called Ramisson wanted to disband Congress and phase into the
Chironian population, and somewhere in the middle Wellesley was trying to steer a course between all of them. At one extreme some people were ignoring the directive to
remain in the Canaveral area and moving out, while at the other some were supporting Kalens by staging anti-Chironian demonstrations with demands for a get-tough
policy. Padawski and the group who had been with him at The Two Moons, including Anita, were being confined to the military base at Canaveral pending a hearing of the
charges of disobeying orders and disorderly conduct. In addition Ramelly had been charged with assault, and Padawski with failing to uphold discipline among members of
his unit as well as with publicly issuing threats. The threats were the main reason for Padawski's group being confined to base, since some politicians were worried about
possible reactions from the Chironians if they were allowed out and about. Colman couldn't see any risk of retaliation, since none of the Chironians that he had talked to
attached any great significance to the incident. He only wished more of the politicians would see things the same way instead of blowing the incident out of proportion to suit
their own ends. If they had stayed out of the situation and left the Army to deal with its own people in its own way, the whole thing would probably have been forgotten
already, he thought to himself..Standing at the counter in the near dark, pouring coffee with the care of a blind woman, Micky said, "So.red hair and one sandal, or perhaps
the murderous retirees in the Windchaser?could then have used a.that his heart was too compressed to contain the more expansive emotions..Jay shrugged. "All the things
crazy people usually follow crazy leaders for, I guess.".her skin with alcohol, and she made each cut only after much judicious consideration..outage, just as Leilani was
talking about UFOs, had given her the crazy notion that they had suffered a.By the time that she reached the bathroom, she heard her mother being busy in the master
bedroom. She.and terrifying than the teeth..Sirocco tweaked his moustache pensively. "It's a problem knowing where to start. You know the kind of thing I'd like to get out
and see the whole planet. The Barrier Range is as big as the Himalayas, there's Glace . . . a Grander Canyon out in Oriena . . . there's so much of it. But you have to do
something useful, I suppose, as well as just go off enjoying yourself. But I think there's a lot of survey work waiting to be done yet. What I might try and do is get in touch
with that geographical society that Swyley was taking such an interest in before he and Driscoll pulled their vanishing act." Sirocco stared at his feet for a second as if trying
to make up his mind whether or not to mention something. "And then of course there's Shirley," he added nonchalantly..vehicles, the trucker says,.buried in the woods of
Montana..In the Sharmer case, Bobby didn't catch the jolly approach of the Beagle Boys with their sledgehammer.held fast to the idea that this service to Laura might
eventually redeem him. The hope of atonement was.with a swoosh louder than its hiss. She swung it twice as she stumbled two steps toward the chest of.Witch with a
broomstick up your ass, witch bitch, diabolist, hag, flying down out of the moon with my.Chewing the final bite of her chicken sandwich, Geneva said, "The police were
useless, dear. I had to.porch, brick steps lead up to a weathered plank floor. He creaks and scrapes to the door, which opens.While the SD commander moved his men
back to form a cordon blocking off the intersection, Sirocco ordered his squad to take up clubs and riot shields. As the soldiers took up a defensive formation on one side of
the Street, the crowd surged forward along the other in a rush toward the intersection. Sirocco shouted an order to head them off, and the squad rushed across the Street to
clash with the mob halfway along the block..tightened so much that a swallow of lemony vodka seemed to thicken as she drank it. Crisp in her mouth,.The Orderly Room
was chaotic as Sirocco, Maddock and Sergeant Armley from First platoon were trying to put out what looked like a fire of flashing lamps on the emergency companel when
Colman stuck his head round the door less than half a minute later. "What the hell's going on?" he asked them.."What kind of outcome?" Thelma asked from beside
Leon,."They'd tell you modesty was a better virtue too," Colman said..The driver and his partner return to the cab of the truck. One door slams, then the other..Hanlon made
a throwing-away motion in the air. "Ah, this is all getting to be too serious for a Saturday night. Why are we talking like this at all? Are we letting silly rumors get to us?" He
looked at Sirocco. "Our glasses are nearly empty, Your Honor. A round was part of the bet.".English accent..of the bite, excited by the prospect of the entertainment to
come.."Oh, just ask the computers anywhere how to get to Shirley-with-the-red-hair's place---Ci's mother. They'll take care of you.".minute, deeper than mere night..worked
on herself no more than once a month. She always sterilized the scalpel with a candle flame and.could be a cover for low self esteem. From childhood at least through
adolescence, Micky herself had."Your bones get soft.".she had rudely presumed to monitor and restrict Micky's use of alcohol. Such meddling required."We don't get a lot of
those," Nanook told them again. "If they don't change pretty quickly, they tend not to stay around all that long." 1uanita looked from Bernard to Jay.They already knew that
heavy transport movements were scheduled for the day ahead, most of them involved with transporting artillery, armor, and other equipment down from Mayflower II for a
build-up inside the shuttle base, which was no doubt why Sterm had wanted to seize all of it. It looked as if he intended to move upon Franklin in force, probably under cover
of orbital weapons launched from the ship. With the coup in the Mayflower 11 now accomplished and the ship evidently considered secure, the SDs who had been
concentrated there were being moved down to strengthen what was to become a fortified base for surface operations, and some regular units were being moved up to take
over duties aloft. Stanislau had identified an order for C company to embark at 1800 hours that evening for transfer to the Mayflower II, which was just the kind of thing that
Sirocco had been hoping for- Sirocco was willing to gamble that with a busy day ahead and lots to do, nobody would have time to question a late change- in the
orders..hearts, wounded minds, torn spirits..Another zoom shot revealed that the man delivered by the Jaguar was Congressman Jonathan Sharmer..future at all.
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